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1Abstract

Medical imaging is a technique that allows us to visualize non surgically the internal
structure of the body in order to diagnose or treat medical conditions. It permits also
monitoring of physical processes or functions of different organs inside the body. The
medical imaging encompasses wide range of techniques based on different physical
principles, including techniques using ionizing radiation. The quality of the images
depends significantly on the quality of the used imaging detectors. There are many
types of the detectors, from old analog devices to fully digital detectors such as flat
panels, that are the most widely used today. The newer technology is being developed
and the techniques such as photon counting explored. However, the state of the art
technology is the single photon counting, where the experimental detectors such as
Medipix are able to count and process each individual photon.

This works studies the properties, features and applications of the newest detector
from the Medipix family Timepix3 in different imaging modalities. Firstly, a design
of a new hardware readout interface for Timepix3 is presented together with data
acquisition software and new analysis and calibration algorithms. Then, different
applications of Timepix3 detector were explored: very fast full spectral radiography -
demonstrates a very fast measurement of "color" X-ray radiography. Single Photon
Emission Tomography (SPECT) - benefited from using Timepix3 detector with sup-
pression of unwanted signal, high resolution and energy sensitivity. The Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) applications exploited the timing properties of Timepix3
to find coincidence gammas from positron annihilation as well as energy properties
that helped to suppress massively the unwanted signal (by two orders of magnitude).
Finally, application of the Compton camera concept has been studied. A multilayer
and a miniaturized single layer Compton cameras designs are presented. The main
advantage of these cameras is the possibility to avoid collimator in SPECT imaging
and increase vastly sensitivity of the method. We have also proved other advantages
of these cameras: times better resolution compared to the conventional gamma cam-
eras, small dimensions (USB flash stick size), and weight (only 15 g). This work
also demonstrates that the use of single photon counting detectors such as Timepix3
significantly improved the quality of images in medical imaging and could even open
in the future new imaging modalities and applications that were not possible before.
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2Abstrakt

Zobrazování v medicíně je technika, která nám umožňuje bez operativních zásahů
vizualizovat vnitřní struktury lidského těla, abychom mohli diagnostikovat nemoci.
Umožňuje nám taky monitorování fyzikálních procesů a funkcí různých orgánů v těle.
Obor medicínského zobrazování obsahuje širokou škálu metod založených na různých
fyzikálních principech. Součástí tohoto oboru jsou i metody používající ionizující
záření. Kvalita naměřených snímků silně závisi na použitých zobrazovacích detek-
torech. Existuje celá řada různých typů detektorů, od čistě analogových (filmy) až po
plně digitální detektory jako jsou flat panely, které jsou v dnešní době nejrozšířenější.
Novější typy dektorů využívají technologie počítání fotonů a nejmodernější experimen-
tální detektory jako například Medipix jsou schopné detekovat a analyzovat jednotlivé
fotony.

Tato práce studuje vlastnoti, parametery a možné aplikační využití nejvnovejšího
detektoru Timepix3 z rodiny detektorů Medipix v různých zobrazovacích modalitách.
Nejprve byl vyvinut nový vyčítací hardware a akviziční software společně s novými
kalibračními a korekčními metodami. Poté byly postupně prozkoumány různé módy
Timepix3 detektoru: velmi rychlá spektrální radiografie, která demonstruje velmi
rychlé měření "barevných" rentgenových obrázků; jednofotovná emisní výpočetní
tomografie (SPECT), která demonstruje výhody Timepix3 detektoru jako: potlačení
nežádoucího signálu, vysoké rozlišení a energetická citlivost. Pozitronová emissní
tomografie (PET) aplikace pak využívá časového měření k nalezení koincidenčních
gamma událostí z anihilace positronů. Energetické měření navíc pomáhá potlačit
nežádoucí signál až o dva řády. V poslední části práce je pak studován koncept
Comptonovy kamery a je prezentován design vícevrstvé a miniaturní jednovrstvé
Comptnovy kamery. Vyhodou těchto kamer je až 6 krát lepsí rozlišení oproti současným
gamma kamerám, malé rozměy (velikost USB flash klíčenky) a malá hmotnost (jen
15 g). Především však kamery nevyžadují žádný kolimátor nebo stínění.

Tato práce ukazuje, že detektory čítající jednotlivé fotony, jako například Timepix3,
umožňují zásadně zlepšit kvalitu snímků v medicínském zobrazování. Otevírají také
nové zobrazovací modality a aplikace.
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3Introduction

From the ancient times people have been trying to understand why they got ill,
what they were suffering from and what they could do to get better. At first, people
were seeking answers in spiritual and supernatural world. Later, they realized that
the causes of the illnesses were of the natural origin. The first ancient physicians
tried to identify the diseases from its signs and symptoms, but they had only limited
diagnostics methods, mainly medical history, observation and examination. They were
not able to look inside the human body to find out the cause of the illnesses. This
has changed with the arrival of the 20th century. There has been a rapid progress in
medicine and many new diagnostic methods has been invented. With the discovery
of X-rays by Wilhelm Röntgen a new medical field was born - medical imaging that
allowed to look inside the human body and thus better diagnose the illnesses.

During the 20th century, many new imaging techniques has been developed for the
medical imaging, which nowadays encompasses a wide range of modalities based
on different physical principles like ultrasound waves, magnetic fields or ionizing
radiation. The quality of the images from these modalities depends significantly on
the quality of the used imaging detectors. Looking just at the ionizing radiation
applications, there are many types of the detectors available, from old analog devices
(e.g. films) to fully digital detectors such as flat panels, that are the most widely
used today. The new detectors are being developed and new detection technologies
such as photon counting explored. The most recent and state of the art technology
being developed is the single photon counting, where the detector is able process
each individual photon. The Medipix family of detectors, developed at CERN, are
the most advanced hybrid single photon counting pixel detectors available today.
They offer high spatial resolution and complex processing logic in each pixel and can
be combined with different sensor materials optimized for a particular application.
The newest detector of this family, Timepix3, can measure very precisely energy and
time of arrival of the incident radiation in each pixel. This makes it a very attractive
detector for different medical imaging applications.

The motivation of this thesis is therefore to evaluate the advance properties of the
Medipix detectors (especially Timepix3 detector) and to explore the possible applica-
tion of this detectors in the medical imaging modalities that use ionizing radiation. The
first chapter introduces medical imaging and its different methods such as radiography,
CT, SPECT or PET. The second chapter describes different types of imaging detectors
from the analog devices like X-ray films to digital detectors such as flat-panels or pho-
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ton counting detectors. The chapter results summaries, in a form of 5 publications, the
development of hardware, software, algorithms and methods for Timepix3 detector.
Furthermore, it describes the gradual progress of exploring the Timepix3 detector
modalities and their applicability in medical imaging.

Firstly, the development of readout hardware and software together with correction
and calibration methods is presented. This is a needed first step in order to be able to
acquire the physics data from Timepix3 detectors. The functionality of the hardware,
software and corrections method together with the Timepix3 counting modality is
evaluated in a very fast radiographic measurements. Then, the energy information
is exploited for the energy filtering in SPECT applications. The time information is
explored in PET application, to find the coincidence gamma events from positron
annihilation. Later, both the time and energy information is used to distinguish
Compton scattering events in the multi-layer Compton camera application. And, lastly,
the very precise timing of Timepix3 (1.6 ns) together with high energy resolution are
used for measuring of the depth of interaction in the sensor (by measuring the charge
collection time). An unique measurement that was not possible before Timepix3. This
depth information is then used for construction of the Compton camera using only a
single monolithic Timepix3 detector.
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4Aims and goals

The research goals of the thesis were:

• Exploring the properties and features of the Timepix3 single photon counting
detector

• Developing of the readout interface and software for the control and acquisition
of the data

• Characterization of the Timepix3 detector

• Developing of correction and calibration methods to obtain physical data

• Developing of methods for energy spectra correction and image quality improve-
ments: suppression of the unwanted effects such as internal XRF; sub pixel
resolution, etc.

• Exploring usage of the Timepix3 in different imaging techniques such as SPECT,
PET, CT

• Developing new algorithms and methods for Timepix3

• Exploring new imaging modalities

8



5Results

This chapter describes the gradual research work done in characterizing the hybrid
single photon counting pixel detector Timepix3 and exploring its potential usage in
different imaging modalities. The motivation was to fully exploit all the advanced
functionality and features of this detector. As a first step, it was necessary to create
the needed infrastructure, DAQ hardware and software, to operate the Timepix3 chip.
Energy calibration and time correction methods were developed in order to obtain
valid data with physics meaning (ToT counts converted to energy, ToA values to time).
Then different Timepix3 modalities were explored:

• Counting. This modality was evaluated in the radiographic applications. A very
fast radiographic measurement was performed and the resulting images have
demonstrated advantages of usage of Timepix3: high resolution and high frame
rates.

• Energy. New method was developed to suppress the unwanted signals from
intrinsic effects of the CdTe sensors. The energy information was then used for
energy filtering and the detector was evaluated in the SPECT imaging applica-
tion.

• Time of arrival. The time modality of the detector was explored in PET appli-
cation. The time information was used to find coincidence gamma events from
positron annihilation.

• Time and energy. The time and energy information together were explored in
the multi-layer Compton camera application, where the both information were
used to recognize the Compton scattering events and to reconstruct the location
of the gamma source.

• Precise time and energy. The Compton camera concept was further improved
by fully exploiting the fine time resolution of Timepix3. Thanks to the precise
time it was possible to measure the charge collection time in sensors and thus to
measure the depth of the interaction in the sensor. This permitted us to create a
monolithic single layer Timepix3 Compton camera.

These results were successively published in scientific journals and the thesis presents
them in a form of summaries and discussions to those publications.
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5.1 USB 3.0 readout and time-walk correction
for Timepix3

This first publication have laid out the ground work for the following research. When
the Timepix3 readout chip was designed at CERN, with its advanced features, it was
clear that this chip can make a significant impact in many applications, including
preclinical medical imaging. Therefore, it was selected for further studies. In order
to exploit all the features of the detector, it was necessary to create a hardware and
software infrastructure. The first publication describes the results of the development
of a new readout device for Timepix3, the DAQ software and Timepix3 optimization
and calibration methods.

5.1.1 DAQ hardware and software

The aim in designing the new readout interface for Timepix3 chip was to exploit all of
its features. Therefore, a readout interface called AdvaDAQ with a FPGA and USB 3.0
connectivity was designed. The performance of the AdvaDAQ readout was evaluated
in several tests. As a results, the maximum throughput of the device was determined to
be 40 Mhits/s/cm2. This is more than sufficient for most of the applications, including
spectroscopic radiographies.

In order to operate Timepix3 detector it was not only necessary to create the readout
hardware and its firmware, but also develop a software that would be able to control
the hardware, acquire the data, transfer them to PC, visualize, process and analyze
them. The DAQ software package Pixet was developed. The software permits users to
control all the functionality of the detectors and readout interfaces. It supports not only
Timepix3 detectors, but also other detectors from Medipix family (Medipix2, Timepix,
Timepix2) and other readout interfaces (MiniPIX, MiniPIX TPX3, AdvaPIX, WidePIX,
etc.). The software allows user to acquire and see the measured data. It features a
very flexible architecture and can be easily extended with add-on modules - plugins for
data processing and visualization, and hardware libraries for interfacing with different
hardwares (detectors, X-ray tubes, motors, etc.). Furthermore, dedicated algorithms
for Timepix3 detector were developed - calibration and correction procedures and
cluster recognition algorithm.

5.1 USB3.0 Readout for Timepix3 10



5.1.2 Calibration methods and first measurements

Timepix3 chip can measure ToT and ToA at the same time. The measured ToT values
has to be converted from raw values into energy in keV. Since the Timepix3 measures
the ToT similarly as Timepix chip, a modified per-pixel energy calibration method
was developed for Timepix3 and tested with radiation sources.

Timepix3 can measure ToA very precisely, with resolution of 1.56 ns. However, the
ToA values are dependent on the energy of the incident particles. This effect is called
time-walk and is caused by different slope and amplitude of the signals in the pixel
circuitry. A new correction method was developed that uses a radiation source to
calibrate this dependence. This method improves significantly the time precision of
the data.

The newly developed readout hardware, software and correction methods allowed
us to perform a very fast full spectroscopic X-ray radiography. Figure 5.1 shows an
example of a radiography of a PCB sample. The measured data was divided into
multiple energy bins and each bin was assigned a color, thus creating a "color" X-ray.
Each color in the image corresponds to a different material.

Fig. 5.1: Fast spectral X-ray radiography at hit-rate 30 Mhits/s: the integral image is shown
left. Two energy bins normalized by integral image are shown in the middle. The
color interpretation is shown on the right side.

5.1.3 Discussion

The work presented here prepared all the necessary infrastructure for Timepix3 detec-
tor in order to explore new imaging methods and modalities. The hardware, software,
calibration and correction procedures were verified. A very fast full spectroscopic
radiography measurement was performed that demonstrated the advanced features
of Timepix3 detector: high data rates, high spatial and energy resolution.

5.1 USB3.0 Readout for Timepix3 11



5.2 SPECT Imaging with Timepix3

The aim of the second study was to evaluate Timepix3 detector’s properties in single
photon emission tomography (SPECT) measurements.

5.2.1 Energy Spectra Reconstruction

One of the great advantages of Timepix3 is that it can very precisely measure the
energy of the incident photons. This energy information can be used to improve the
measured images by filtering out the unwanted data by energy. However, there are
several unwanted effects intrinsic to CdTe sensors that are affecting the quality of the
measured data: internal X-ray fluorescence and Compton scattering. Both create a
secondary event after the interaction of the primary event. Thanks to Timepix3 ToA
measurement, these two events can be detected. A special spectrum reconstruction
algorithm was developed that finds such events, determines the primary event and
combines the secondary event back to the original one. The algorithm works very well
and improves the energy spectrum significantly as well as the quality of the images
(see figure 5.2)

Fig. 5.2: Energy spectrum before and after correction.

5.2 SPECT Imaging with Timepix3 12



5.2.2 SPECT imaging of phantom and mouse

The energy measurement modality of Timepix3 and the correction methods were
exploited in the SPECT measurement. Two samples were selected - a phantom with
cavities and a mouse, both injected with a radio-tracer 99mTc. The measurement
was performed with Timepix3 event-by-event mode and each event’s energy and ToA
recorded. Then, images for different energy bits were created. The figure 5.3 shows
the images of the mouse - normal biodistribution of 99mTc in stomach, thyroid, salivary
glands and bladder are clearly visible.

Fig. 5.3: Mouse. Full energy spectrum image (left). Images for different energy bins (right).

Each energy bin can enhance different parts of the spectrum (Pb shielding, Compton
edge, etc.) By selecting the proper energy window (125 - 150 keV), the background
signal can be reduced and the image contrast improved. This improvement was
quantified by the signal to background ratio (SBR), measured at different background
positions in the images. The application of energy filtering and spectrum correction
has improved the SBR 8 times. The spatial resolution was also improved.

5.2.3 Discussion

It was demonstrated in this work that Timepix3 in combination with thick CdTe sensor
and a collimator can be used for SPECT measurements. Timepix3 also offers a superior
energy and spatial resolution compared to the conventional scintillator based cameras.
Moreover, thanks to the precise time and energy measurement, the unwanted signal
caused by XRF and Compton scattering can be suppressed and thus the image quality
significantly improved. Thanks to the small size of the readout hardware, it is possible
to create a small and portable SPECT detector. This is advantageous, because the
detector can be easily transported to the laboratory (e.g. with animals) and the
imaging can be made in place.

5.2 SPECT Imaging with Timepix3 13



5.3 PET Imaging with Timepix3

The Positron emission tomography (PET) is a nuclear medicine functional technique
used in oncology and preclinical studies on small animals. The conventional PET
systems are using scintillator based cameras with spatial resolution in order of 1
mm and energy resolution of about 10 - 20 %. Timepix3 detector can offer smaller
pixel size (55 µm) and better energy resolution. The goal of this publication is to
make an initial study to evaluate Timepix3 applicability in the PET imaging. The PET
measurement was performed with two samples: a capillary tube and PMMA phantom
with cavities, both filled with FDG (fludeoxyglucose 18F). The samples were placed
between two Timepix3 detectors (see figure 5.4).

Fig. 5.4: The schema and photo of the measurement setup.

5.3.1 Data processing and image reconstruction

The pixel data from Timepix3 were calibrated, time corrected and analyzed for events
(clusters). Coincidence event pairs were searched (two gammas from single positron
annihilation) and virtual line between the two evens in each detector plotted. The
image of intersections of these lines with a projection plane was generated. Further,
the energy cuts were applied to remove unwanted data (coincidences not from the
positron annihilation). The figure 5.5 shows the reconstructed image of the capillary
tube with two droplets of FDG before and after energy filtration.

From the images it is visible that after the energy filtration the background signal can
be significantly reduced. Especially in phantom sample (see figure 5.6), the reduction
of background in the middle of the image (caused mostly by Compton scattering) was
massive. This reduction was quantified by the SBR in different background areas. The
SBR after filtration was 100 times better.

5.3 PET Imaging with Timepix3 14



Fig. 5.5: Reconstructed image of the capillary tube: all events (left), energy filtered (middle).
Profile along the red line (right).

Fig. 5.6: Reconstructed images of phantom: all events (left), energy filtered (middle). Hori-
zontal profile (right).

5.3.2 Discussion

This work has shown very promising results of using Timepix3 detector for PET imaging.
Timepix3 precise measurement of ToA helps in identification of the coincidence events.
Thanks to the energy measurement the false coincidence events can be detected
and removed. The energy cuts can then improve the image quality. The greatest
benefit of using Timepix3 for PET imaging is the ability to suppress the background
signal (mainly from Compton scattering) and thus improve the signal to background
ratio by two orders of magnitude. Especially in the field of small animal imaging
this presents a great advantage, because the conventional PET scanners using the
time-of-flight techniques do not reach sufficient resolution due to the small sample
size. Moreover, the small dimensions of the AdvaDAQ readouts and high portability
permits construction of a very small and portable PET systems for preclinical imaging
of small animals.

5.3 PET Imaging with Timepix3 15



5.4 Timepix3 Compton Camera

This work explores usage of Timepix3 as a gamma / Compton camera. The gamma
camera is traditionally used as a detector in nuclear functional medicine (scintigraphy,
SPECT). It usually consists of a collimator block with many high aspect ratio holes
and a scintillator with PMTs. This arrangement has several disadvantages: large and
heavy collimator, limited detection efficiency and narrow field-of-view. The Compton
camera is an alternative method that uses Compton scattering principle and does
not require a thick collimator and shielding. The Compton scattering is a scattering
of a gamma photon by an electron in a material: gamma recoils an electron and is
scattered by an angle θ, which depends on the energy of the gamma and recoiled
electron (Compton equation). Compton camera consists of two detectors: scatterer
which scatters the gamma (records the recoiled electron) and absorber which records
the scattered gamma. From the position and the energy of the events, the location
of the source can be calculated, on a surface of a cone. The source is located in the
intersection of multiple of these cones (see figure 5.7).

Fig. 5.7: Compton scattering principle (left). Compton camera principle (middle). AdvaPIX
readout (right).

5.4.1 Measurement

A measurement was performed with two detectors and a capillary tube filled with
57Co solution (122 keV) placed at different position on top of the detector. The data
were calibrated, time corrected and coincidence events in both detectors searched for.
Only the events fulfilling the Compton equation were selected and from their energy
and positions the Compton cones calculated. Images with the intersections of the
cones with a projection plane were generated. From many intersections the gamma
source location was calculated for all positions (see figure 5.8). The deformation of

5.4 Timepix3 Compton Camera 16



the fourth position is caused by the inclined geometry (the source was not a point
source, but a tall cylinder).

Fig. 5.8: Reconstruction of 4 different gamma source positions. Event number after energy
filtration.

The quality of the images can be significantly improved by filtering, by application
of a deconvolution filter. Application of this filter on the images shows a significant
image quality improvement. The background signal around the sources was largely
suppressed (see figure 5.9).

Fig. 5.9: Reconstructed images of 4 source positions after application of the deconvolution.

The Compton camera principle was tested in the first measurements only with a
single gamma source placed at different locations. In order to verify that the methods
works also for multiple gamma sources, four sources were positioned at the same
locations as in the previous measurements and the data from all the sources was
recorded simultaneously. The figure 5.10 shows results of the measurements before
and after application of the deconvolution filter. It is clearly visible that the sources are
distinguished. The fourth source is again deformed due to the geometry reasons.

5.4 Timepix3 Compton Camera 17



Fig. 5.10: Reconstructed image of multiple gamma sources (left). Deconvoluted image (right).

5.4.2 Discussion

This work demonstrates that the Timepix3 detector can be used for construction of a
Compton camera. The methods and algorithms were developed that can reconstruct
shape and location of a gamma source from coincidence data measured with two
Timepix3 detectors. The principles were tested in measurements with a 122 keV
gamma source. The resulting images offer an excellent image resolution of 2 mm,
better than the currently available gamma cameras.

Timepix3 based Compton camera offers many benefits over conventional gamma
cameras: it does not require usage of a heavy thick shielding and collimator. Therefore
it can offer much broader field of view and higher detection efficiency. The camera
is also very light, compact and portable. The Compton camera can be used in many
imaging modalities (scintigraphy, SPECT, etc.) Because of the small dimensions
and weight it can massively improve the image quality in the applications were it is
necessary to get as close as possible to the sample. An example of such application is a
scintigraphy of thyroid, where it could reveal small residues after surgical removal of
the thyroid gland. Localization of such residues helps in preventing further spreading
of the cancer cells. There are many other applications that can benefit from the
advantages of Timepix3 Compton camera. For example, using multiple Timepix3
detectors in a ring layout, a very small and portable SPECT scanner can be constructed
that can be used for preclinical imaging of small animals.

5.4 Timepix3 Compton Camera 18



5.5 Single layer Timepix3 Compton Camera

The aim of this work was to further improve the Compton camera concept by exploiting
fully the high precision of Timepix3 ToA measurement (1.56 ns). The Compton
scattering can often occur fully in a single detector (both recoiled and scattered
gamma are recorded). By using the precise ToA, the charge collection time can be
measured. This time is proportional to the depth of the interaction. By calibrating
this time (with cosmic muons), the depth of the interaction can be determined (see
figure 5.11). Then, from the energy, XY position and depth information, the Compton
cones can be constructed and from multiple cones’ intersections, the location of the
gamma sources calculated.

Fig. 5.11: Schema of the charge collection in the sensor for a muon track (left). Example of
a measured muon track with total charge collection time (middle). Schema of the
Compton scattering within a sensor (right).

5.5.1 Measurement with gamma sources

The theoretical presumptions were verified with several measurements with different
gamma sources and placed at different distances from the detector. First measurement
was performed with 3 gamma sources: iodine (131I, 364 keV), sodium (22Na, 511
keV) and cesium (137Cs, 662 keV). The sources were placed on top of the detector in
the distance of 7 cm (see figure 5.12). The energy spectrum shows peaks from all the
3 sources (see figure 5.12) and all sources are also recognizable in the back-projected
image.

The data were further separated in to several energy bins (50 keV wide) to see if
the sources can be separated. From the images generated for each energy bin it is
clearly visible that the sources can be distinguished by their energy (see figure 5.13).
Each bin has either no data or corresponding source. The energy bin 250 - 300 keV

5.5 Single layer Timepix3 Compton Camera 19



Fig. 5.12: Energy spectrum of measurement with multiple gamma sources (left). Photo of the
measurement setup (middle). Back-projected image of the sources (right).

also shows a signal. This is a second energy peak from 131I source, which has a low
probability (only 7 %).

Fig. 5.13: Reconstructed images for multiple energy windows (left) and the energy spectrum
with highlighted energy windows (right).

The last measurement verified that the Compton camera can be used for gamma
sources positioned in more distant places. Three flasks filled with 131I solution were
placed in a room at different locations in the distance of about 3 m from the detector
(see figure 5.14). The measured data were processed and the image with location of
the sources reconstructed. The image was combined with a photo of the room taken
from the point of view of the detector, keeping the correct proportions (see figure
5.14). All three sources were correctly recognized.

5.5 Single layer Timepix3 Compton Camera 20



Fig. 5.14: Photo of a room with 3 gamma sources at different positions combined with the
reconstructed image.

5.5.2 Discussion

This work represents the continuation of the efforts in Timepix3 Compton camera
concept. The previous publication explored the possibility of using multiple Timepix3
detector layers as Compton camera, whereas this work explores possibility of im-
proving on the previous design by using just a single Timepix3 detector. Thanks to
Timepix3 high time resolution of 1.56 ns, it is possible to measure time of charge
collection within the sensor, which can be converted into depth information. By
combining the Timepix3 detector with a new miniaturized readout interface MiniPIX
TPX3, it possible to construct a very compact, light and flexible single layer Timepix3
Compton camera.

The principle of the single layer Compton camera was verified on several measurements
with different gamma sources. The sources were positioned close and further from the
detector. Multiple different sources were measured at the same time. The device is
not only capable of locating a gamma source but also, based on the energy, distinguish
different types of sources. Thanks to its even smaller dimensions that the previous
AdvaPIX TPX3 based Compton camera, it is possible to use it new applications were the
size and weight of the detectors matters. One of such application could be the location
of radioactive isotopes in an environment using drones equipped with this Compton
camera, where the minimal dimensions and weight of the detectors is crucial.

5.5 Single layer Timepix3 Compton Camera 21



6Conclusion

Medical imaging is nowadays a very important medical diagnostic tool and the imaging
using ionizing radiation is a rapidly developing field. The novel imaging detectors
with their advance parameters and features can bring significant improvements in the
image quality in the medical imaging and can even open entirely new applications.
This work was focused on the state of the art hybrid single photon counting pixel
detectors of the Medipix family, mainly the newest detector Timepix3. This detector
has promising features such as simultaneous measurement of the energy and time of
arrival of the incident photons in each pixel. The aim of this work was therefore to
explore the features of this detector and its applicability in different medical imaging
modalities.

At first the necessary infrastructure, a readout hardware and software, was created
that made it possible to operate and characterize the detector and find its limits in
the sense of measurement of the energy and time. Then, each modality of Timepix3
was successively explored. First, the photon counting was evaluated in very fast
radiographic measurements, where usage of Timepix3 brought not only high frame
rates but also higher spatial resolution and less noise in the images. Then, the energy
modality was explored. The energy information was useful in reconstruction of the
energy spectra and improvement of the image quality by suppression of the unwanted
signal from the intrinsic effects of the sensors such as internal X-ray fluorescence or
Compton scattering. These techniques were then used in SPECT imaging application,
where it helped significantly in reduction of the background signal. Further, the time
measurement was studied and a technique was developed that recognizes various
coincidence events. This technique allowed us to recognize coincidence gamma events
from positron annihilation in PET imaging application. Last but not least, the usage of
both time and energy information at the same time was investigated in the multi-layer
Compton camera concept, where it allowed recognition of the Compton scattering
events and reconstruction of the positions of gamma sources. By further improving
the Compton camera and utilizing the full time resolution of Timepix3 detector, it
was possible to create a Compton camera in a single monolithic detector, a new
groundbreaking principle that was not possible before. The small dimensions of the
Timepix3 detector lead us to the idea of designing a miniaturized readout interface
MiniPIX TPX3, thus creating the world’s smallest and lightest Compton/Gamma
camera in the size of a USB flash stick and weight of only 15 grams.
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All the work presented in this thesis demonstrated the great potential of single photon
counting detectors such as Timepix3 in medical imaging. This work has created
the infrastructure and conditions for use of these detectors in many new imaging
applications. Several new projects has been already started based on the results of
this work:

• Diagnostic of thyroid gland - because of the small dimension of the MiniPIX
TPX3 Compton camera and no need for the collimators and shielding, it will
be possible to reduce significantly the dose received by the patients and at the
same time improve the resolution of the images.

• Detection of isotopes in an environment - thanks to the small dimensions and
weight of the MiniPIX TPX3 Compton camera, it is possible to mount the camera
to autonomous drones that would localize different sources in an environment

• Space application - usage of the MiniPIX TPX3 camera as a miniaturized dosime-
ter for space conditions

The results in this work represent the proof-of-concepts and first studies. In the
future, these concepts will be further studied and improved. Also, the development of
the single photon counting detectors has not stopped and new detectors with more
advanced features are being designed. Timepix4, a successor detector to Timepix3
chip, is being finalized at CERN. This detector will bring 4 times larger area and will
offer time resolution of 200 ps, 8 times better than the current Timepix3 detector. It
is clear, that the single photon counting pixel detectors have a great potential for the
future not only in medical imaging but in many other applications.
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